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A B S T R A C T

We introduce a high-resolution adult foraging assay (AFA) that relates pre- and post-ingestive walking behavior
to individual instances of food consumption. We explore the utility of the AFA by taking advantage of established
rover and sitter strains known to differ in a number of feeding-related traits. The AFA allows us to effectively
distinguish locomotor behavior in Fed and Food-Deprived (FD) rover and sitter foragers. We found that rovers
exhibit more exploratory behavior into the center of an arena containing sucrose drops compared to sitters who
hug the edges of the arena and exhibit thigmotaxic behavior. Rovers also discover and ingest more sucrose drops
than sitters. Sitters become more exploratory with increasing durations of food deprivation and the number of
ingestion events also increases progressively with prolonged fasting for both strains. AFA results are matched by
strain differences in sucrose responsiveness, starvation resistance, and lipid levels, suggesting that under the
same feeding condition, rovers are more motivated to forage than sitters. These findings demonstrate the AFA’s
ability to effectively discriminate movement and food ingestion patterns of different strains and feeding treat-
ments.

1. Introduction

Animals meet their daily energetic demands by searching for and
consuming food (Stephens et al., 2007). Energy needs are more easily
satisfied when food is abundant, and negative perturbations in meta-
bolic set points stimulate increased locomotion and food search
(Corrales-Carvajal et al., 2016; Dethier, 1976). In the fruit fly (Droso-
phila melanogaster) foraging behavior combines the detection of olfac-
tory and gustatory cues through contact chemo-sensation (Dahanukar
et al., 2005; Dethier, 1976). Gustatory receptor neurons, located in tarsi
and labella, allow a fly to detect attractive nutrients and aversive toxins
(e.g. by-products of decomposition); this information is used to make
decisions on whether to ingest a specific food item (Itskov and Ribeiro,
2013; Ling et al., 2014). In the wild, flies face heterogeneity in both the
quantity and quality of nutrients as they encounter fallen fruit in
orchards (Reaume and Sokolowski, 2006). Due to the complexity of

natural habitats, Drosophila researchers use controlled laboratory en-
vironments to characterize foraging behavior. Food consumption, or its
likelihood, is quantified using a variety of techniques (Deshpande et al.,
2014; Itskov and Ribeiro, 2013) such as measuring the volume ingested
from a capillary tube over time in the Capillary Feeder (CAFE) assay (Ja
et al., 2007) or by counting the number of proboscis extensions when
fly tarsi are stimulated by food as in the Proboscis Extension Response
(PER) assay (Scheiner et al. 2004; Shiraiwa and Carlson, 2007). Alter-
natively, post hoc analyses measure the quantity of coloured, fluor-
escent, or radiolabeled food ingested (e.g. Allen et al., 2017; Carvalho
et al., 2005; Tanimura et al., 1982; Thompson et al., 1991). Further
approaches to measuring ingestion include the flyPAD (fly proboscis
and activity detector) and FLIC (fly liquid food interaction counter),
which rely on changes in capacitance or resistance across sensors to
measure the physical interaction of an individual fly with food (Itskov
et al., 2014); Ro et al., 2014). Automated systems for measuring actual
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consumption with high resolution, the Expresso and ARC (Activity
Recording CAFE) have also been described (Yapici et al., 2016, Murphy
et al., 2016). While these assays provide excellent measurement of food
intake, they do not provide any information about how the animals find
food in a large open space.

Food search is a more complex behavior than simply food intake
and its study in the laboratory requires artificial foraging environments
(Bell et al., 1985; Corrales-Carvajal et al., 2016; Pereira and
Sokolowski, 1993; Tanimura et al., 1982; Toshima et al., 2014). The
characterization of walking behavior during foraging requires precise
and reliable tracking of a fly’s movement. Measures such as distance
traveled and speed in addition to food intake allow us to examine
specific pre- and post-ingestion exploratory patterns that may influence
successful food search. It is important to distinguish pre- and post-in-
gestion exploratory behaviors since previous research has shown that
they are influenced by metabolism and differ from each other (Bell
et al., 1985; Nagle and Bell, 1987; Burns et al., 2012). When flies find a
food patch they perform either local search or ranging behaviour (Bell
et al., 1985, Kim and Dickinson, 2017). In local search, flies remain
close to the food source and often circle around it (Kim and Dickinson,
2017). In ranging, flies move further from the food source and their
movement patterns are in straighter paths. Hungry flies perform more
intensive search behavior than well-fed flies (Bell, 1990).

Here, we introduce a novel cost-effective design for an adult fora-
ging assay (AFA) that permits quantification of pre- and post-ingestive
behavior as well as the number of times a fly feeds on a food source. The
AFA is flexible with respect to the configuration of drops of sucrose or
other food sources and is designed to minimize handling stress by al-
lowing the fly to enter the chamber on its own accord. This entry
method eliminates the potential confounds of handling effects that arise
from aspirating or tapping a fly into a test arena (Barron, 2000; Burns
et al., 2012; Trannoy et al., 2015). The AFA arena is surrounded with a
water moat to prevent flies from walking onto the arena wall and lid.
This obviates the need for a slippery fluon coating of arena surfaces
(Dierick and Greenspan, 2006), a method that may lead to excessive

grooming in test subjects. We assess the ability of this assay to char-
acterize variation in foraging behavior by using rover (forR) and sitter
(fors) strains of the foraging (for) gene of D. melanogaster (Burns et al.,
2012; de Belle et al., 1989; Kaun et al., 2007; Osborne et al., 1997;
Sokolowski, 1980). Rovers and sitters have been shown to differ in
feeding behavior both as larva (Sokolowski, 1980) and adult flies
(Pereira and Sokolowski, 1993; Kent et al. 2009; Burns et al., 2012).
Our results show that the AFA provides an enhanced method for the
phenotypic characterization of adult rover and sitter foraging behavior
and their plastic responses to food deprivation, and that these differ-
ences correlate with several metabolic traits.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Fly strains and handling

The Rover (forR) and sitter (fors) strains used in these experiments
have isogenized forR 2nd chromosomes, originally described and called
B15 in Bauer and Sokolowski (1985), or fors, 2nd chromosomes, ori-
ginally described and called E2E3 in Sokolowski (1980); and share
isogenized X and 3rd chromosomes from the rover B15 strain (25).
Rover and sitter strains were re-isogenized in 2013 as described in Allen
et al. (2017), and share the same newly isogenized X and 3rd chro-
mosome. Flies were maintained at 25 °C, in a 12:12-h light/dark cycle
at 60% relative humidity with lights on at 0800 h. Flies were reared on
a standard yeast-sugar-agar medium (Anreiter et al., 2016). Virgin fe-
male flies were collected immediately after eclosion and placed into
vials of n = 20 containing 10 ml of standard food. For proof of principle
of the AFA, we chose to test virgin females to avoid confounding effects
of oviposition site selection. Approximately 24 h after collection, flies
had their wings clipped under brief anesthesia with CO2. We found that
wing clipping did not abolish strain differences in food-search behavior,
but prevented flies from jumping onto the arena lid. Un-clipped Fed
flies would often jump onto the arena lid, which prevented consistent
filming and resulted in too many mistrials. Flies were transferred to

Fig. 1. The adult foraging assay (AFA) for examining locomotion and feeding in adult flies. (A) The AFA testing arena. The entrance is shown in the open position at the center of the
arena, and the space for the moat is noted at the edge. The arena is 90 mm in radius from the center to the inner edge of the moat. * Denotes the location of the sucrose drops. The dashed
circumference lines mark the inner (green), middle (blue) and outer (yellow) zones. The movable opening in the floor attached to the loading arm is shown open in this figure but, once
closed, the entire surface of the arena is uniformly white, except for the sucrose drops that were dyed blue to increase visibility. (B) Fly loading arm underneath the arena. The loading arm
consists of a 1 mL horizontal syringe, with a hole large enough for a single fly to enter, leading into a 5 mL vertical syringe, placed within a 10 mL vertical syringe. The front ends of both
syringes were cut, with the end of the horizontal 1 mL syringe leading into a hole at the bottom of the vertical 5 mL and 10 mL syringes, and the open end of the 5 mL syringe leading into
the arena. Moving the outer 10 mL syringe results of displacement of the holes in the two vertical syringes, closing the entrance into the shaft and preventing the fly from moving
backwards. The loading arm is shown in the closed position, when open the plunger is pulled back past the loading entrance. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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fresh food vials each day. Fed and FD (24 h and 48 h) treatment groups
were prepared by placing n = 8–10 virgin female flies (age 5–8 days
old) in either a vial with 10 ml of standard food, or a vial with 10 ml of
1% (w/v) agar that contained a water-moistened cotton ball for 24 or
48 h prior to the assay. In this way, flies were deprived of food but not
water prior to the experiments. Flies were moved between vials, and
from vials into the loading arm of the testing apparatus, using a mouth
aspirator.

2.2. AFA

The bottom of the circular AFA arena (Fig. 1A) consists of 7 mm
thick Plexiglas, 190 mm in diameter, including a 2 mm deep well edged
around the outer perimeter, resulting in an inner diameter of 180 mm.
The center of the arena bottom has an entrance hole 15 mm in dia-
meter. A 10 mm high and 5 mm thick wall surrounds the outside of the
arena. The lid of the arena is removable to facilitate removal of flies and
cleaning, and consist of 5 mm thick Plexiglas, with a 1 mm deep, 5 mm
wide depression edged around the outer perimeter that fits onto the
arena wall to prevent displacement of the lid. The Plexiglas bottom of
the arena is etched for improved traction, and to reduce reflections on
the camera. The arena is placed on an elevated platform that allows for
the positioning of the fly loading arm below the arena. The platform is
uniformly white, and surrounded by a 10 cm high white cardboard wall
used to eliminate spatial cues and to prevent flies from detecting
movement outside of the arena. The camera is positioned above the
center of the arena. The loading arm of the assay (Fig. 1B) consists of a
1 mL syringe attached horizontally to a 10 mL vertically positioned
syringe; the 1 mL syringe acts as a holding arm and its end leads di-
rectly into a hole in the wall of the 10 mL syringe. Flies are introduced
to the holding arm via a hole cut into its distal end, and allowed to walk
to the 1/10 mL syringe interface. A 5 mL syringe is placed freely inside
the 10 mL vertical syringe. The 10 mL syringe acts as a movable collar
around the 5 mL syringe that can be spun from a ‘closed’ to ‘open’
position. When ‘closed’, the opening at the proximal end of the 10 mL
syringe faces the solid exterior of the 5 mL syringe. When ‘open’, the
proximal end of the 10 mL syringe coincides with the opening in the 5-
mL syringe wall. Flies move freely from the holding arm into the 5 mL
syringe ‘elevator shaft’, and enter the arena by ascending the shaft. The
‘floor’ (i.e.: syringe plunger) of the elevator shaft, covered with white
paper, is then pushed upwards to complete a flat surface for the arena
floor. For the purposes of quantifying fly walking behavior, the arena is
divided into an inner zone, middle and outer zone. The middle zone
contained blue colored sucrose drops (described below) that are visible
to both the researcher and the camera. In the present study, we posi-
tioned four food patches consisting of paired 0.2 μL sucrose drops
(described below), separated by 1.5 cm within the middle radial zone of
the arena, but any configuration of sucrose drops or any food source
(e.g., yeast drops or food with different amino acid compositions) could
be used in the AFA.

2.3. Arena preparation and data collection

Before each test, the surface of the entire foraging arena was wiped
down with a water-moistened Kim-wipe. Water was added to the de-
pression in the outer edge of the AFA arena dish to create an impassable
moat. Eight 0.2 µL drops of 10% sucrose solution (dyed blue with 0.1%
erioglaucine) were placed using a pipette on marked food patches.
Individual flies were gently aspirated from a treatment vial and were
allowed to walk from the aspirator tip into the loading arm of the assay.
The limited diameter of the loading arm prompted flies to walk for-
ward, towards the elevator shaft, and remain at the closed entrance to
the elevator shaft until the loading arm was rotated, allowing the fly to
enter the elevator shaft. All flies were given a 2 min acclimatization
period before the loading arm was rotated to open position. Video re-
cording was started as soon as the fly entered the arena though the

elevator shaft. Because adult flies exhibit strong phototactic behavior,
the positioning of the elevator shaft in the darker area below the arena
prompted flies to climb the elevator shaft towards the lighter arena
entrance.

The fly’s locomotion was recorded using a Microsoft LifeCam Studio
webcam positioned 0.3 m above the arena, which allowed the live
tracking of a fly’s position using a custom tracker developed in the
public-domain JavaGrinders Framework (available for free download at
http://iEthology.com/) (Donelson et al., 2012). The position of the fly
was tracked for 10 min as a dark object (the fly) relative to a reference
frame of an unoccupied arena. At a rate of 10 fps, the tracker logged the
fly’s time-stamped (ms) coordinate data to a file for post hoc analyses of
movement patterns and space utilization. Python 2.7 analysis scripts
were used to extract the following parameters: location, distance tra-
veled, speed, and time spent in defined arena regions (https://github.
com/njc9295/AFA) for an analysis of strain and treatment differences
in exploratory and local search behavior. A detection and movement
threshold was used to eliminate false positives from the analysis. Video
files of each test were collected using screen capture software (https://
itunes.apple.com/us/app/capturer/id652792633?mt=12 ‘capturer’
software). It is also possible to create avi videos at specific frame rates
from within the tracker without the need for any additional software.
Tests were conducted between 1300 h and 1700 h to control for cir-
cadian influences on foraging behavior; all strain and treatment con-
ditions were tested in a randomized order on each day. Tests were
aborted if a fly hopped onto the arena lid; the frequency of which did
not differ between strains or treatments. The software detected the lo-
cation of each dyed sucrose drop during the analysis. After completion
of the AFA assay, each of the 8 dyed sucrose drops in the assay were
examined visually to determine whether they were partially or fully
ingested. Fully ingested drops could be easily scored by eye, due to the
absence of any blue solution. Partially ingested drops were confirmed
by examining every test fly’s proboscis for blue dye staining after the
test. Visual inspection of the fly’s proboscis for blue staining allowed us
to confirm that the fly ingested some of the droplet, and did not remain
motionless over the droplet without feeding.

2.4. Starvation resistance assay (SRA)

Starvation vials were made using standard fly vials (Diamed, Cat
#GEN32-120) containing 10 mL of 1% agar and a cotton ball soaked
with water. Virgin female flies were reared on standard food at 25 °C in
a 12:12 h light/dark cycle. Groups of 10 flies (n = 10; 7 ± 1 day old)
were aspirated into each vial and the number of dead flies was counted
every 6–8 h. Starvation resistance was performed under rearing tem-
perature, light and humidity conditions.

2.5. Proboscis extension response (PER) assay

PER assays were modified from Scheiner et al. (2004) and Shiraiwa
and Carlson (2007). Virgin female flies (7 ± 1 day old) were aspirated
into 100 μL pipette tips so that only the head and one foreleg extended
from the opening. Foreleg tarsi were stimulated by contact (< 1 s) with
Kim wipe tissue ‘threads’ soaked with either water or various sucrose
solutions (0.1%, 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%, or 30%, all w/v). Sucrose treat-
ments were presented consecutively in randomized order to minimize
experimental bias by the sequence of applied stimuli, and water was
presented before and after each sucrose stimulus. A positive result was
recorded for every full extension of the proboscis. Flies that responded
positively to water were eliminated from analysis, as they were no
longer responding exclusively to feeding cues. The number of positive
responses for each fly was summed to yield an individual sucrose re-
sponse (SR) score. The mean SR score was then calculated for each
strain-treatment group. Flies were scored separately to yield an in-
dividual and strain-averaged sucrose response (SR) score. Flies were
treated as described above for Fed, 24 h and 48 h FD groups. All
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experiments were conducted between 1300 h and 1700 h.

2.6. Triglyceride quantification

To obtain a measure of lipid stores, total triacylglyceride (TAG)
content was quantified as described in Allen et al. (2017). Feeding
treatments were conducted as described above. Virgin females (n = 8;
7 ± 1 day old) were homogenized in 200 μL of 1 × PBT with 0.5%
TritonX (0.5% PBT-X) and the solution topped up to 1000 μL, vortexed
and heat inactivated at 70 °C for 5 min. Samples were centrifuged at
5000 rpm at 4 °C for 1 min, the supernatant was removed and cen-
trifuged again at 13,000 rpm for 3 min. Supernatant was removed and
stored at −20 °C for later use, or immediately pipetted into a Corning
Falcon 96-well cell culture plate (VWR 351172): 50 μL of sample were
added to each well, and 3 technical replicates were prepared for each
sample. A blank reading of the plate was made at 562 nm using a
BioTek Synergy HT spectrophotometer and Gen5 analytical software.
Infinity TAG reagent (Thermo Scientific 796704) was preheated to
37 °C and 200 μL were added to each well. The plate was incubated at
37 °C for 15 min and read at 562 nm. Total TAG was determined using a
standard curve made using a TAG standard (Trace DMA TR2291-030).

Protein was quantified using the Pierce BCA protein assay (Thermo
Scientific 23225). 50 μL of supernatant prepared as per the TAG assay
were loaded in triplicate into a Corning Falcon 96-well cell culture plate
(VWR 351172). The plate was read at 562 nm for a blank reading.
150 μL of BCA solution were added to each well. The plate was in-
cubated at 37 °C for 3 min and read at 562 nm. The blank reading was
subtracted from the final reading and total protein content was de-
termined using a standard curve made from a protein standard (BCA
kit). TAG levels were standardized over protein levels for each sample.

2.7. Statistics

Effects of strain (rover or sitter) and FD treatment (Fed, 24FD and
48FD) were analyzed with a two-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey’s
post hoc test. AFA post-ingestive behavior data were analyzed with
the sign test, with an adjusted significance threshold to correct for
multiple comparisons. All statistical analysis was performed in
GraphPad Prism version 7.00 for Mac OS X, GraphPad Software, La
Jolla California USA.

3. Results

3.1. Locomotion in the AFA differs between strain and treatment groups

We tested the effect of Fed and Food Deprived (24 h FD and 48 h
FD) treatments on individual exploratory behavior of 5–8 day old virgin
female rovers and sitters. Compound heat maps for treatment combi-
nations indicated the presence of distinct overall patterns in arena
utilization (Fig. 2). While sitters were much more likely to remain on
the perimeter, members of both strains were increasingly likely to
venture into the arena's center under food deprivation. Representative
examples of locomotion patterns for each strain and treatment group
are shown in Fig. 3A. Analysis of these patterns revealed a significant
effect of strain and FD treatment on the number of flies found in the
outer radial zone of the arena (Two-way ANOVA, FD: F(2,116) = 10.61,
p < 0.001; Strain: F(1,116) = 26.40, p < 0.01; Interaction:
F(2,116) = 1.66, p = 0.2; Fig. 3B). In all feeding treatments, rovers spent
less time in the outer radial zone than sitters, and were increasingly
likely to leave the outer zone and explore the middle and inner zones as
FD time increased (Fig. 3B). Sitters showed a significant increase in
exploratory behavior only in the 48 h FD treatment group (Fig. 3B).
Since the preference of a fly for the outer zone may be related to
thigmotaxis, an attraction to the edge of the arena, we also investigated
fly preferences for the most outer edge (outer 0.5 cm) of the arena. Both

strain and FD significantly affected the amount of time spent in the
outer 0.5 cm, with strain accounting for 48% and feeding treatment
accounting for 5.1% of the total variation (Fig. 3C: Two-way ANOVA,
FD: F(2,116) = 5.88, p < 0.01; Strain: F(1,116) = 110.30, p < 0.001;
Interaction: F(2,116) = 1.39, p = 0.3). Sitters spent significantly more
time in the outer 0.5 cm than rovers in all feeding treatments. The FD
treatments did not significantly affect rover preference for the outer
0.5 cm (Fig. 3B). These results demonstrate a strong effect of both strain
and treatment on exploratory behavior, and identify a strong strain
effect on thigmotaxis. We also quantified the time each strain spent in
the middle zone, under each feeding condition because all the sucrose
drops were placed in the middle zone of the arena, (Fig. 3D). We found
a significant effect of strain, FD treatment and their interaction on the
number of flies found in the middle zone of the arena (Two-way
ANOVA, FD: F(2,116) = 12.58, p < 0.001; Strain: F(1,116) = 26.18,
p < 0.001; Interaction: F(2,116) = 3.02, p = 0.05). 24 h and 48 h FD
rovers spent significantly more time in the middle zone than did 24 h
and 48 h FD sitters. Rovers significantly increased the time spent in the
middle zone with each increase in FD time, while sitters only increased
the time spent in the middle zone after 48 h FD. Together these results
show that exploratory behavior, measured as time spent at the edge
versus time spent in the middle of the arena, increases with FD, and
rovers are generally more exploratory than sitters. FD affects sitter and
rover behavior differently, with sitters needing longer periods of FD to
show a behavioral response.

The average total distance covered during the test did not sig-
nificantly differ between flies in the strain and FD treatment groups
(Fig. 4A). Walking speed over the course of a test did not differ between
FD treatments in sitters, while rovers showed a significant increase in
walking speed between Fed and 48 h FD treatments (Fig. 4B: Two-way
ANOVA, FD: F(2,116) = 4.21, p < 0.05; Strain: F(1,116) = 2.65,
p = 0.1; Interaction: F(2,116) = 0.9, p = 0.4). In the outer zone of the
arena, rovers showed a significant increase in walking speed with
progressive FD treatment; this effect was absent in sitters (Fig. 4C: Two-
way ANOVA, FD: F(2,116) = 6.44, p < 0.01; Strain: F(1,116) = 7.76,
p < 0.01; Interaction: F(2,116) = 1.58, p = 0.2).

3.2. Ingestion varies significantly between strain and treatment groups

We also assessed the ability of the AFA to measure success at food
search and how it is related to movement patterns. In our analysis, an
ingestion event was defined as any amount of time that a foraging fly
remained stationary over top of a sucrose drop: a drop did not have to
be completely consumed during a single ingestion event. We found a
significant effect on the average total time of ingestion events by strain
and treatment. Ingestion time increased significantly with increasing
FD treatment: rovers consistently showed greater average feeding time
(Fig. 5A: Two-way ANOVA, FD: F(2,116) = 17.58, p < 0.001; Strain:
F(1,116) = 29.02, p < 0.001; Interaction: F(2,116) = 3.56, p < 0.05).
Within a treatment group, a greater proportion of rovers found and
ingested food; within strains, the number of ingestion events increased
progressively with increasing FD treatment (Fig. 5B: Two-way ANOVA,
FD: F(2,116) = 12.14, p < 0.001; Strain: F(1,116) = 20.04, p < 0.001;
Interaction: F(2,116) = 1.23, p = 0.3), as well as in the average number
of drops that were completely ingested (Two-way ANOVA, FD:
F(2,116) = 25.60, p < 0.001; Strain: F(1,116) = 13.17, p < 0.001; In-
teraction: F(2,116) = 2.83, p = 0.06) (Fig. 5C). Overall, the proportion
of flies feeding in the AFA increased with FD (Fig. 5D). Interestingly,
Fed rovers differed significantly from both 24 h and 48 h FD rovers in
feeding time, the number of feedings, and the number of complete
drops ingested. In contrast, Fed sitters only differed significantly from
48 h FD sitters. This suggests that sitters are more resistant to food-
deprivation, needing longer periods of food deprivation to show
changes in food ingestion.
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3.3. Proboscis extension responses (PER) vary significantly between strains
and treatments and parallel results in the AFA

In flies, proboscis extension response (PER) provides a quantifiable
response to appetitive gustatory stimuli (i.e. sugar). In order to further

investigate strain differences, we conducted PER assays to measure
sucrose response (SR) in Fed, 24 h FD and 48 h FD adult females
(Scheiner et al., 2004; Shiraiwa and Carlson, 2007). Although there
were no differences between strains in the Fed treatment, robust rover-
sitter differences exist in both the 24 and 48 h FD treatment groups

Si
er

Ro
ve

r

Fed 24h FD 48h FD Drop placement

Fig. 2. Spatial visualization of arena use by flies in a two strain (rover vs. sitter) by three starvation treatments (Fed, 24 h FD, 48 h FD) factorial design. Each panel depicts a compound
spatial density function, derived from data merged across multiple animals within each combination of strain and starvation status. Binned frequencies were used to calculate a 2 D
probability function via R:MASS’s kernel density estimator (kde2d), with z-axis plotted on a progressive color gradient (white -> blue -> green -> yellow -> red). Sitters exhibit
thigmotaxic preference for the arena's edges, while rovers do not. With longer periods of starvation, space utilization increasingly transfers to the sites of eight sucrose drops in the interior
of the arena. The location of sucrose drops is marked by * in the top right panel. n = 19 sitters Fed; n = 22 rovers Fed; n = 22 sitters 24 h FD; n = 20 rovers 24 h FD; n = 16 sitters 48 h
FD; n = 21 rovers 48 h FD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Locomotor behavior of adult female virgin Fed, 24 h FD and 48 h FD rovers and sitters (A) Representative tracings of walking patterns of adult virgin female Fed, 24, and 48 h food
deprived (FD) rovers and sitters during a 10 min test in the AFA. Scale bar represents 9 cm. (B) Sitters spent significantly more time in the outer zone than rovers; this trend decreased in
both strains with 24 h and 48 h FD. (C) Rovers spent significantly less time in the outer 0.5 cm than sitters. FD affected the amount of time sitters, but not rovers, spent in the outer 0.5 cm.
(D) Rovers spend significantly more time in the middle area of the arena than sitters. n = 19 sitters Fed; n = 22 rovers Fed; n = 22 sitters 24 h FD; n = 20 rovers 24 h FD; n = 16 sitters
48 h FD; n = 21 rovers 48 h FD. * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.
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Fig. 4. Total distance and average speed do not differ between strains. (A) Neither strain nor FD treatment had a significant effect on the total distance traveled during at (B) The mean
speed of rovers was significantly increased by FD. (C) In rovers, but not sitters, FD significantly increased walking speed in the outer zone. FD produced significant inter-strain differences
in walking. n = 19 sitters Fed; n = 22 rovers Fed; n = 22 sitters 24 h FD; n = 20 rovers 24 h FD; n = 16 sitters 48 h FD; n = 21 rovers 48 h FD. * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01.

Fig. 5. Ingestion behavior of adult female virgin Fed, 24 h FD and 48 h FD rovers and sitters. (A) FD significantly increases average duration of ingestion for both strains, with rovers
feeding significantly longer than sitters. (B) Rovers ingested sucrose drops significantly more times than sitters; the number of ingestion events increased with FD duration in both strains.
(C) Rovers consumed significantly more complete drops than sitters; FD increased the tendency of flies to completely ingest drops in both strains. (D) Overall, more rovers than sitters fed
in the AFA and the proportion of flies feeding tended to increase with FD. n=19 sitters Fed; n = 22 rovers Fed; n = 22 sitters 24 h FD; n = 20 rovers 24 h FD; n = 16 sitters 48 h FD;
n = 21 rovers 48 h FD. * = p < 0.05, ** = p = 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.
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(Fig. 6; Two-way ANOVA, FD: F(2,176) = 86.54, p < 0.001; Strain:
F(1,176) = 42.31, p < 0.001; Interaction: F(2,176) = 7.21, p < 0.001).
Rovers showed greater SR than sitters in both FD treatments, and sig-
nificant intra-strain increases in SR were observed in response to in-
creasing FD. These data suggest that rovers were more responsive to the
sucrose following FD treatment, and that this responsiveness increased
with increasing duration of FD. Thus, the SR data from the PER assay
reflect those found for the sucrose drop ingestion in the AFA assay and
show that a 24 h FD rover behaves like a 48 h FD sitter fly. These results
are consistent with those found by Scheiner et al. 2004.

3.4. Post-ingestion locomotion patterns show strain-treatment effects

We used the AFA and Tracker to quantify the distance moved from
the drop during the 30 sec after ingestion following Pereira and
Sokolowski (1993). Representative examples of these patterns for each
strain and treatment group show that the distance from the drop
changes with FD. Tracks show more ranging in Fed treatment groups
and increasing local search behavior in 24 h and 48 h FD treatment
groups (Fig. 7A). The distance traveled from a food site following the
first ingestion reflects these patterns with 48 h FD sitters remaining
closer to the sucrose drop than Fed and 24 h FD sitters (Fig. 7B), and
with the distance that rovers move from the sucrose drop decreasing
progressively as FD treatment increases (Fig. 7C) (Sign Test:
P < 0.001). The number of test flies in which post-ingestion behavior
could be analyzed was smaller in sitters than in rovers, due to the
smaller number of ingestion events in sitters. Out of the flies that Fed,
only 2/5 Fed sitters, 5/8 of 24 h FD sitters, and 7/9 of 48 h FD sitters
had a second feeding event during the test. Among rovers, 10/14 of
Fed, 13/15 of 24 h FD, and 15/16 of 48 FD rovers had a second feeding
event. These small sample sizes limit statistical analyses for post-in-
gestion movement after the second feeding event, but show that the
rover-sitter behavior trends are maintained after the first feeding.
Overall, the post-ingestion movement patterns show that flies remain
closer to the food drop post-feeding with longer periods of food de-
privation, and in any FD treatment, rovers show more intense local
search than sitters. This suggests that in any given FD treatment rovers
are “hungrier” than sitters, and thus more motivated to search for more
food after they found a sucrose drop.

3.5. Differences in starvation resistance and lipid levels predict behavior in
the AFA

The results of the starvation resistance assay demonstrate that ro-
vers die of starvation faster than sitters (Fig. 8A; log-rank (Mantel–Cox)
test: P < 0.001). In addition, adult virgin female rovers fed ad libitum
have lower whole body lipid content than sitters, and these inter-strain
differences persist across 24 h and 48 h FD treatments (Fig. 8B). This
lower starvation resistance in rovers is predicted from their lower lipid
levels relative to sitters. Sitters had higher TAG levels, greater starva-
tion resistance, and lower SR, suggesting sitters are more resistant to
metabolic stress than rovers, potentially leading to less motivation to
forage than rovers. Accordingly, we found that sitters showed relatively
low exploratory behavior, food finding success, and local search in-
tensity in the AFA and longer periods of food deprivation were needed
to generate rover-like behavior in sitter flies in the AFA.

4. Discussion

4.1. Methodological advantages of the AFA

The AFA is a simple setup that does not require the purchase of
expensive equipment and can be constructed easily and cost effectively
from readily available materials. Depending on the specific research
question, any food source in any configuration of drops can be used.
The arena provides the resolution necessary to record videos that allow
simultaneously tracking of multiple flies. In this study, we intended to
remove any confounding social interaction effects when assaying strain-
specific food search behaviors, but the assay could also be used to test
for the effect of social interactions on food-search behavior. Social in-
teractions have been shown to play a role in feeding behavior (Lihoreau
et al., 2016). The software used for tracking and analysis of fly move-
ment is open source and can be modified to fit specific needs. Rover and
sitter behavioral responses to food deprivation demonstrate that strain
and treatment-specific movement patterns can be easily distinguished
in the AFA. The acclimatization chamber and loading arm underneath
the arena reduces the stress on the fly during its introduction into the
AFA test arena because the fly walks into the arena without being
blown or tapped. Flies engaged in exploratory behavior in the AFA as
they entered the arena. Lastly, our effective use of a water moat instead
of the traditionally slippery chemicals avoided any confounding effects
of chemical sensing on feeding behavior and prevented flies from
climbing on the sides and lid of the arena.

4.2. Effectiveness of the AFA in discriminating strain-specific movement
patterns

Work using mutant and transgenic analyses has shown that differ-
ences in feeding-related traits arise from variation in foraging (Scheiner
et al., 2004; Belay et al., 2007; Burns et al., 2012; Anreiter et al., 2017).
Here we used the rover and sitter strains to show the efficacy of the
AFA. We found that rovers and sitters differ in a number of adult
foraging traits, but not in general locomotion parameters. Rovers and
sitters did not differ in total walking distance or speed. However, flies of
both strains increased their walking speed in response to FD, consistent
with what has been reported about D. melanogaster in the literature
(Bell et al., 1985; Corrales-Carvajal et al., 2016). We also observed
differences in thigmotaxis with rovers more exploratory than sitters
(see also Burns et al. 2012). Thigmotaxis decreased in FD rovers com-
pared to Fed rovers. This resulted in increased walking through the
inner and middle zones of the arena, a potentially risky exploratory
behavior. However, under FD conditions, rovers found more sucrose
drops, spent more time ingesting a drop, and ingested more complete
drops than sitters. The greater thigmotaxis of sitters and exploratory
behavior of rovers in the AFA is reminiscent of previously described
strain differences in thigmotaxis and exploratory behaviors in an open

Fig. 6. Proboscis extension responses (PER) vary significantly between strains and
treatments. Fed adult virgin female rovers and sitters do not differ in sucrose respon-
siveness (SR). Both strains increase their sucrose responsiveness with increased food
deprivation. Rovers show significantly greater sucrose responsive scores than sitters after
24 h and 48 h FD. n = 11 sitters Fed; n = 11 rovers Fed; n = 40 sitters 24 h FD; n = 40
rovers 24 h FD; n = 40 sitters 48 h FD; n = 39 rovers 48 h FD. * = p < 0.05,
*** = p < 0.001.
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field assay in Drosophila (Burns et al., 2012) and rodents (Wilson et al.
1976; Crusio 2001).

Ingesting a sugar drop triggers a distinctive local search pattern in
flies, where the fly stays close to the sugar drop, circles and repeatedly
returns to the spot where it found food (Murata et al., 2017; Kim and
Dickinson, 2017). After ingesting a sucrose drop, FD rovers moved shorter
distances from the drop than FD sitters. This contradicts previous reports
using a different assay (Nagle and Bell, 1987; Pereira and Sokolowski,
1993), where rovers walked farther than sitters after consuming a sucrose
drop suggesting that they show more ranging behavior. However, the
assays used by Nagle and Bell (1987) and Pereira and Sokolowski (1993)
had several limitations. Firstly, the only measure obtained was the max-
imum distance walked by the fly; secondly, data were collected only from
flies that consumed the entire 0.2-μL sucrose drop; and thirdly, flies did
not perform search behavior to find the drop because they were placed
directly onto the sucrose drop. As a result, their assay discounts the

influence of pre-ingestion food search behavior on feeding and post-in-
gestive behavior. In contrast, the AFA allowed the fly to freely walk
within the arena, search and find a drop and consume it. This suggests
that the means by which post-ingestion local search behavior is assayed is
highly sensitive to how a fly finds and ingests food prior to the post-
ingestion assay of local search. In support of previous studies, we did find
an increase in local search intensity in both rovers and sitters with in-
creasing FD treatments (Bell et al., 1985; Corrales-Carvajal et al., 2016).
Indeed, a hungry fly is more likely to exhibit local search behavior fol-
lowing ingestion of food compared to flies fed ad libitum that show more
ranging behavior following an ingestion event (Bell et al., 1985; Corrales-
Carvajal et al., 2016).

4.3. Rover-sitter foraging patters and other metabolic measures

We showed that rovers have higher sucrose responsiveness (SR),

Fig. 7. Post-ingestion walking behavior following the first
feeding event in Fed, 24 h FD and 48 h FD adult female
virgin rovers and sitters. (A) Representative plots for the
movement of rover and sitter individuals for 30 s im-
mediately after the end of an ingestion event. (B) Fed and
24 h FD sitters display similar trends, and 48 h FD de-
creases the tendency of sitters to walk away from a sucrose
drop. (C) FD had the effect of progressively decreasing the
tendency of rovers to leave the site of a sucrose drop. Both
24 and 48 h of FD altered the movement of rovers com-
pared to Fed state. Scale bars all represent 5 cm. n = 5
sitters Fed; n = 14 rovers Fed; n = 8 sitters 24 h FD;
n = 15 rovers 24 h FD; n = 9 sitters 48 h FD; n = 16 ro-
vers 48 h FD.
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and lower starvation resistance and triglyceride levels than sitters. Our
findings support previous studies that show that in the absence of food,
adult rovers starve to death faster than sitters (Donlea et al. 2012) and
that rovers are more likely to ingest sucrose following a 24 h or 48 h FD
treatment than sitters (Scheiner et al. 2004). We have previously shown
that sitter larvae have higher triglyceride levels, eat more, and move
less than rovers (Allen et al., 2017), and that the foraging gene directly
regulates these phenotypes in larvae (Allen et al., 2017). The rover and
sitter adult TAG differences reported in the present study might have
origins in larval TAG differences as a carryover from larval develop-
ment or alternatively foraging may regulate TAG during the adult stage
irrespective of its role in larvae. Kent et al. (2009) compared the heads
of 24 h old FD mutant sitter and rover heads and found higher lipid
levels in mutant sitter heads. Even though these results parallel the
results of the present study, it should be noted that Kent et al. (2009) is
not directly comparable because they used different strains, mated fe-
male flies, fly heads, a richer rearing medium and different TAG mea-
surements. Overall our differences in rover and sitter behavior in the
AFA are interpretable from the perspective of metabolically-related
phenotypes, which together suggest that rovers are more motivated to
forage than their sitter counterparts. Sitters that undergo FD treatments
become more rover-like, with 24 h FD rovers showing similar patterns
to 48 h FD sitters. That sitters become more rover-like with increasing

FD suggests that rover-sitter differences in any Fed or FD state are a
product of greater starvation sensitivity in rovers. This is in line with
theory from the behavioral-ecology literature that shows that the cost
associated with increased risk taking must be outweighed by the need
for finding food (Herberholz and Marquart, 2012; Lima and Dill, 1990).
The clear continuity in characteristics demonstrates the high resolving
capacity of the AFA to distinguish between behavioral patterns that are
influenced by metabolism.
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